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Abstract: By “epistemic pragmatism” in general I will
understand the claim that whether propositions instantiate
certain key epistemic properties (such as being known or
being justifiably believed) depends not just on factors traditionally recognized as epistemic, but also on pragmatic
factors, such as how costly it would be to the subject if the
proposition were false. In what follows I consider two varieties of epistemic pragmatism. According to what I shall
call moderate epistemic pragmatism, how much evidence
we need in favor of a proposition in order to know that
the proposition is true depends on our preferences. According to what I shall call extreme epistemic pragmatism,
on the other hand, our preferences influence our epistemic
position at a more basic level, because they help determine
how much justification we actually have in favor of the
proposition in question. Simplifying brutally, moderate
epistemic pragmatism has it that the more worried we are
about a proposition’s being false, the more justification
we need in order to know it, whereas extreme epistemic
pragmatism has it that the more worried we are about
a proposition’s being false, the less justification we have
for it. Recently, Fantl and McGrath have presented an
interesting argument for moderate epistemic pragmatism,
an argument which relies on the principle that (roughly)
knowledge is sufficient for action (KA). In this paper I
argue that KA, together with a plausible principle about
second-order evidence, entails extreme epistemic pragmatism.

1 Introduction
By “epistemic pragmatism” in general I will understand the claim that
whether propositions instantiate certain key epistemic properties (such as
being known or being justifiably believed) depends not just on factors
traditionally recognized as epistemic, but also on pragmatic factors, such as
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how costly it would be to the subject if the proposition were false. In what
follows I consider two varieties of epistemic pragmatism. According to a
rough formulation of what I shall call moderate epistemic pragmatism, how
much evidence we need in favor of a proposition in order to know that the
proposition is true depends on our preferences.1 According to an equally
rough formulation of what I shall call extreme epistemic pragmatism,
on the other hand, our preferences influence our epistemic position at
a more basic level, because they help determine how much evidence we
actually have in favor of the proposition in question. Simplifying brutally,
moderate epistemic pragmatism has it that the more worried we are about
a proposition’s being false, the more evidence we need in order to know it,
whereas extreme epistemic pragmatism has it that the more worried we are
about a proposition’s being false, the less evidence we have for it.
In sections 2 and 3, I introduce the two kinds of pragmatism to be
discussed and compare them with more traditional epistemological theories. Jeremy Fantl and Matt McGrath have recently argued for moderate
epistemic pragmatism.2 As we’ll see, Fantl and McGrath’s argument for
moderate epistemic pragmatism depends on two crucial premises: the falsity of extreme epistemic pragmatism and a principle to the effect that
(roughly) knowledge is sufficient for action (Fantl and McGrath call this
principle “KA”). In sections 4 through 6 I argue, however, that (given a
plausible principle of second-order evidence) KA entails extreme epistemic
pragmatism. Therefore, the argument for moderate epistemic pragmatism
fails, for two of its crucial premises are incompatible with each other. There
is no stable intermediate position between the traditional view that practical
matters are irrelevant to epistemology and the extreme view that practical
matters determine the strength of our evidence.

2 Moving Thresholds and Shifty Contexts
One can have more or less evidence for a proposition, but either one knows
it or one doesn’t know it.3 You can have more or less evidence for the
proposition that the train that you are about to board stops in Foxboro, but
either you know that it stops in Foxboro or you don’t. Although knowledge
and evidence are thus notions of different kinds (one comes in degrees, the
other doesn’t), they are connected: in order to know that the train stops
1Here and in what follows I assume that only evidence can justify, so that if knowledge entails

justification then knowledge entails the having of evidence.
2See Fantl and McGrath (2002), Fantl and McGrath (2007), and Fantl and McGrath (2009).
3Some people (Lewis [1996], the entry for “Knowledge” in Quine [1987], Hetherington
[2001]) think that knowledge does come in degrees. But even they must admit that there is
a minimum amount of evidence that you must have in order to count as knowing, and the
question that sets up our problem is about the location of this lower bound. I also ignore the
vagueness of “knows” here.
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in Foxboro you have to have enough evidence for that proposition.4 How
much evidence? We can ask the same question using a slightly different
terminology. Let us say that when a subject’s evidence for p is sufficient
for the truth of an attribution of knowledge (that is, if in such a situation
the attribution is false that is not because the subject lacks evidence), then
that subject’s evidence for believing that p has crossed the “knowledge
threshold.” The question now is: how high is the knowledge threshold?
We can distinguish the possible answers according to whether they hold
that the knowledge threshold is fixed or mobile—giving us “fixed-threshold”
and “moving-threshold” theories. Traditional epistemological theories are
fixed-threshold theories: according to them, there is a fixed amount of
evidence that is needed for the truth of a knowledge attribution in any
context. We can factor whether we have crossed the knowledge threshold
for believing that p into two components: how much evidence we have
for believing that p, and how much evidence we need for believing that p.
According to fixed-threshold theories, the second factor is constant across
all cases, and thus whether we have knowledge-level evidence depends
exclusively on how much evidence we have.
Fixed-threshold theories have recently come under attack. The objection is that they simply cannot do justice to our practices of knowledge
attribution. Suppose, for instance, that Jeremy and Matt are both about
to board the train from Boston to Providence. They both wonder whether
the train stops in Foxboro or is instead the “express.” Just a moment ago
both Matt and Jeremy heard the announcement that the train is indeed the
express. Matt says to himself: “Oh, that’s right: they just announced that
the train is the express, so I know that it is”, and stops worrying about the
matter—there is not much riding, for Matt, on whether the train stops in
Foxboro or not. By contrast, a lot is riding for Jeremy on whether the train
stops in Foxboro or not. If it does, then he won’t be on time for a meeting
that will determine the course of the rest of his life. Jeremy says to himself:
“They just announced that the train is the express, but the meeting is so
important that I better double-check with an agent. Until I do, I do not
know that the train is the express.”5
4Some people (for instance, Lewis [1996] again) think that justification is not (always)

necessary for knowledge. Given my previous stipulation that evidence is what justifies, these
people would disagree with me that knowing that p entails having evidence for p. I would
argue (but not here) that this position stems from an overly intellectualistic conception of
justification (and, correspondingly, of having evidence). But never mind: even those who think
that justification isn’t necessary for knowledge have to admit that a subject cannot know that
p unless his epistemic position with respect to p is strong enough. This notion of the strength
of one’s epistemic position can replace the notion of having evidence throughout.
5The case is taken from Fantl and McGrath (2002), who in turn take it from early discussion
of knowledge ascriptions by Cohen (1988). It is important to keep in mind that part of the
story is that Jeremy still believes, to the same degree that does Matt, that the train is the
express.
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Fixed-threshold theories entail that either Matt is wrong in attributing
knowledge to himself or Jeremy is wrong in attributing lack of knowledge
to himself. Non-skeptic fixed-threshold theories (that is, fixed-threshold
theories according to which the knowledge threshold is moderately easy
to achieve) have it that Matt is right in attributing knowledge to himself
and Jeremy is wrong in attributing lack of knowledge to himself, whereas
skeptic fixed-threshold theories (that is, fixed-threshold theories according
to which the knowledge threshold is almost impossible to achieve) have the
opposite consequences. But, the objection goes, what Matt and Jeremy tell
themselves sounds right in both cases: it is what we would tell ourselves
if we were in their (respective) shoes. The cases can be easily multiplied.
Therefore, fixed-threshold theories entail widespread error in our common
knowledge-attributing practices. To this extent, it is argued, they are
defective.
Moving-threshold theories can avoid this consequence, for they can
claim that the knowledge threshold is different for Jeremy and Matt. Thus,
even though Matt and Jeremy have the same evidence for the proposition
that the train is the express, Jeremy’s knowledge threshold is such that
this evidence is not enough for a corresponding knowledge attribution to
be true, whereas Matt’s knowledge threshold is such that that very same
evidence suffices for the truth of the corresponding knowledge attribution.
One prominent moving-threshold view is contextualism.6 According to
contextualism, a knowledge attribution of the form S knows that p can
express different propositions in different conversational contexts, and this
variance is due to the fact that the predicate “knows” can express different
relations in different conversational contexts. These relations differ by
where they locate the knowledge threshold. Thus, there is a very lenient
knowledge relation that locates the knowledge threshold very low on the
scale, and there are stricter knowledge relations that locate the knowledge
threshold higher on the scale. A subject’s belief may satisfy some but
not all of these relations. Thus, a knowledge attribution may express a
true proposition in one conversational context and a false one in another.
Contextualism is, therefore, a “variantist” theory, a theory according to
which the predicate “knows” can express different relations in different
conversational contexts. Traditional fixed-threshold theories, on the other
hand, are invariantist: they hold that there is only one relation that is the
semantic value of “knows”.
Let’s consider two different conversational contexts, one where Jeremy’s
concerns are somehow made salient and one where they aren’t (let’s call the

6Three influential contextualists are Cohen (1988), DeRose (1995), and Lewis (1996). Of

these, Cohen is the one whose terminology is closest to the one used in this paper: instead
of talking of the level of justification needed for knowledge, DeRose and Lewis talk about
possibilities that need to be eliminated.
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first a “high-standards” context and the second a “low-standards” one).7
Let’s also suppose that, in each of these contexts, someone says “Matt
knows that the train is the express” and someone else says “Jeremy knows
that the train is the express.” Tables 1 and 2 represent what a contextualist
theory and a traditional invariantist (non-skeptic) theory would say about
the truth-values of those utterances.
Matt knows Jeremy knows
High standards
False
False
Low standards
True
True
TABLE 1. Contextualism

Matt knows Jeremy knows
High standards
True
True
Low standards
True
True
TABLE 2. Traditional Invariantism

Contextualism, then, is a moving-threshold theory because it is a variantist
theory, and traditional theories have been both fixed-threshold theories
and invariantist. This may suggest that a moving-threshold theory must
be variantist. But this is not the case: there is logical space for invariantist
moving-threshold theories. According to this kind of theories, the semantic
value of “knows” is invariant across contexts (this is the invariantist part),
but the amount of evidence a subject must have in order for a knowledge
attribution to be true may vary from case to case. Table 3 represents that
kind of position.
Matt knows Jeremy knows
High standards
True
False
Low standards
True
False
TABLE 3. Moving-Threshold Invariantism

A theory represented by Table 3 is invariantist because which proposition
is expressed by a knowledge attribution doesn’t vary with the context of
utterance, as shown by the fact that the rows in the table have the same
truth-values. But a theory represented by Table 3 is a moving-threshold
theory because subjects who have the same evidence for some proposition
may differ in whether they know the proposition, as shown by the fact
that the columns in the table have different truth-values. So, it is possible
7Different contextualist theories will differ in the identification of the mechanisms by which

certain features are made contextually salient.
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for there to be moving-threshold invariantist theories. Indeed, one of the
versions of epistemic pragmatism that I discuss below is just such a theory.8

3 Moderate and Extreme Epistemic Pragmatism
Like knowledge, practical rationality is all-or-nothing. Either you are
rational to act as if the train is the express or you are not.9 Like knowledge,
too, practical rationality is connected to evidence: in general, in order for
you to be rational to act as if the train is the express you have to have
some evidence that it is.10 How much evidence? In this case, we have a
well-developed answer: as much as required by your preferences. Matt’s
practical concerns are such that he has enough evidence to make it rational
for him to act as if the train is the express. Jeremy’s practical concerns,
however, are such that his evidence (which is, remember, the same as Matt’s)
is not enough to make it rational for him to act as if the train is the express.
So there are two different binary notions, knowledge and practical
rationality, both of which are connected to the same degree notion, evidence.
We have a relatively clear understanding of how practical rationality is
connected to evidence, and no clear understanding of how knowledge is
connected to evidence. Why not explain the unclear by the clear, at least
partially? Why not say that, in order to know that p, the amount of
evidence for p that you have has to be at least high enough to make it
rational for you to behave as if p?11 That thought can be captured in the
following principle, which Fantl and McGrath (2002) call “KA”:

8Is it also possible for there to be a fixed-threshold, variantist theory? Yes, it is. The kind of

contextualism introduced in the text distinguishes the different knowledge relations that the
knowledge predicate may refer to by where they locate the knowledge threshold, but there
may well be a contextualist theory according to which all the different knowledge relations
locate the threshold in the same place, but differ on some other dimension—for instance, with
respect to what kinds of defeaters are relevant to a knowledge attribution.
9Following Fantl and McGrath (2002), we will say that you are rational to act as if p if and
only if, for any pair of acts A and B available to you, you are rational to prefer A to B if and
only if you are rational to prefer A and p to B and p. One complication: among the irrational
acts that we might perform, it makes sense to think of some of them as “less irrational” than
others—they have a suboptimal, but not minimal, expected utility. In that sense, practical
rationality does come in degrees.
10I say “in general” because there may be cases where you do not care at all whether p. In
those cases, for you to act as if p just is for you to act as if not-p, in which case no evidence at
all for believing that p is needed for you to be rational in acting as if p. See also note 11.
11I say “at least high enough” and not “just as high” because it is not plausible to suppose
that if you have enough evidence for p to make it rational for you to act as if p then you are
in a position to know that p. Sometimes you don’t care one way or the other whether p, in
which case no evidence at all is necessary for you to be rational to act as if p. Sometimes you
care only very little, in which case very little evidence for believing that p is necessary for you
to be rational to act as if p. But some (not very low) amount of evidence is always necessary
for you to know that p.
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KA: For any possible subject S, if S knows that p, then S is
rational to act as if p.12
Fantl and McGrath don’t take KA to be obviously true. They present
at least two arguments for it. First, they point out that, when defending
courses of action, we routinely appeal to what we know. Thus, for instance,
if I plan to go swimming in the ocean at night with my glasses on and my
wife asks me why, I can sensibly reply “Don’t worry, I know that I won’t
lose them.” This practice of ours of appealing to what we know in defense
of what we and others do makes sense under the assumption that KA is
true (and that we are, perhaps implicitly, aware of its truth). Second, Fantl
and McGrath (2007) also argue that a plausible closure inference entails
KA with the aid of the following knowledge-to-action principle (which they
call “KB”):
KB: If S knows that A is the best thing for him to do in
light of all of his goals, then S is rational to do A.13
KB really is appealing.14 To deny it one would have to hold, for example,
that even though Jeremy knows that boarding the train straightaway is the
best thing for him to do in light of all of his goals, he nevertheless isn’t
rational to board the train straightaway. It is hard to see how to make
sense of that claim.15
Now, most epistemologists nowadays will accept that knowledge is
fallible, at least in the sense described by the following principle:
Fallibilism: It is possible for a subject S to know that p
even if there is a subject S’ such that S’ has more evidence
for p than S has.16
KA and fallibilism together entail the following principle, which I will take
as the official definition of moderate epistemic pragmatism:
Moderate epistemic pragmatism: There are possible subjects S and S’ and there is a proposition p such that (i) S and
S’ have the same evidence for p, but (ii) S is in a position
to know that p whereas S’ is not.
12In later work Fantl and McGrath replace “S is rational to act as if p” with “p is warranted

enough to justify you in φ-ing, for any φ.” (Fantl and McGrath [2009, 66]) This replacement
doesn’t affect the arguments in this paper.
13
For a defense of related principles, see also Fantl and McGrath (2009, chapter 3).
14
Except, as Fantl and McGrath note, in those cases where whether S does A causally affects
what is the best thing for S to do.
15
But see the last paragraph of section 7 for a suggestion.
16
See Fantl and McGrath (2009, chapter 1) for an illuminating discussion of the problems
surrounding how to define fallibilism. Hawthorne and Stanley (2008) argue that “knowledge
delivers probability 1.” It is not clear whether they mean to deny fallibilism. Williamson
(2000) thinks that if S knows that p then S’s evidential probability for p is 1. However,
Williamson also argues that knowledge is defeasible by misleading evidence, which means that
the evidential probability of p can fall below 1 for a subject.
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What is it to be in a position to know a certain proposition? It is for the
amount of evidence for that proposition to be high enough for knowledge—
that is, it is for you to have knowledge-level evidence.
Under the assumption that knowledge entails justification (and that
evidence is what justifies), KA and fallibilism entail that the knowledge
threshold depends on your preference structure. If there isn’t much riding,
for instance, on whether there is a glass of water on the table, then KA
doesn’t impose any very stringent requirement on what it takes for you to
know that there is a glass of water on the table—the knowledge-threshold
is set, in accordance with fallibilism, at a level where a certain non-maximal
amount of evidence is needed. But suppose that the issue of whether there
is water or gasoline in the glass is of vital importance to you, because you
are extremely thirsty. In that case, KA entails that, in order to reach the
knowledge threshold, you must have enough evidence for thinking that
there is water in the glass. How much evidence? As much as it is necessary
to make it rational for you to act as if there is water in the glass—in the
imagined case, as much as it is necessary to make it rational for you to
drink the liquid in the glass. Crucially, this may mean that you need more
evidence to know than you would have needed if the stakes had been lower.
Moderate epistemic pragmatism is thus an invariantist, variable-threshold
theory, a theory of the kind represented by Table 3 above.
We can further illustrate the argument from KA and fallibilism to moderate epistemic pragmatism with our familiar case: Matt knows that the train
is the express, Jeremy has the same evidence that Matt has for believing
that the train is the express, but (because there is a lot riding on it for
him) Jeremy is not rational to straightaway board the train. If we rejected
fallibilism we could hold that Jeremy’s situation is not possible, because he
has the same evidence as Matt and Matt knows that the train is the express.
Given the negation of fallibilism, this evidence must be maximal—it is
impossible to have more evidence, in which case it is arguably impossible
for it to be irrational for you to act as if the train is the express. But, given
fallibilism, the argument is now the following:
(1) Matt knows that the train is the express.
(2) Jeremy is not rational to act as if the train is the express.
(3) Jeremy and Matt have the same evidence for believing that the train
is the express.
(4) Jeremy is not in a position to know that the train is the express.
(From 2 and KA)
(5) Moderate epistemic pragmatism is true. (From 1, 3, and 4).
The argument is valid. The step from 2 and KA to 4 requires some
comment. All that immediately follows from 2 and KA is that Jeremy
doesn’t know that the train is the express. But, as the description of the case
makes clear, Jeremy’s lack of knowledge is not due to lack of belief, falsity
of the proposition believed, or failure to satisfy any other of the traditional
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conditions on knowledge. Therefore, Fantl and McGrath conclude, it must
be due to the fact that Jeremy is not in a position to know. Although this
move gives rise to interesting questions, I won’t object to the move from
2 and KA to 4. I won’t deny premises 1 and 2 either—that much can be
seen as merely a stipulation about what case we are thinking of. Premise
3 will be the focus of the rest of this paper. I will make some preliminary
comments on premise 3 after introducing extreme epistemic pragmatism.
Moderate epistemic pragmatism is of course compatible with the claim
that how much evidence you actually have for the proposition, for instance,
that there is water in the glass, is independent of your preferences. That is,
someone who accepts moderate epistemic pragmatism is free to make the
following claims about the case: your evidence for thinking that there is
water in the glass is the same whether or not it is vitally important to you
that there be water in the glass, but whether that preference-independent
amount of evidence reaches the knowledge threshold does depend on how
important it is to you that there be water in the glass.
Extreme epistemic pragmatism, on the other hand, holds that your preferences help determine how much evidence you have for a given proposition.
For instance, the extreme epistemic pragmatist will say that if it is vitally
important to you whether there is water in the glass, then you thereby have
less evidence for thinking that there is water in the glass than someone who
doesn’t care much one way or the other. More generally:
Extreme epistemic pragmatism: For any possible subjects
S and S’ and proposition p, if S and S’ are exactly alike in
all non-epistemic matters except for the fact that S’ is not
rational in acting as if p (whereas S is so rational), then S
has more evidence for p than S’ does.
Given the very plausible claim that epistemic properties supervene on nonepistemic properties (there cannot be a difference in epistemic properties
without a difference in non-epistemic properties), the antecedent of extreme
epistemic pragmatism guarantees that if there is an epistemic difference
between S and S’ that difference will be due to the fact that there is a
practical difference between S and S’, and its consequent says that there
is indeed such a difference. We must be careful not to set up matters so
that extreme epistemic pragmatism comes out as incoherent. If we stipulate
that how much evidence a subject has is a purely epistemic matter, in the
sense that it depends only on truth-related features of the subject’s situation
and not, for instance, on the subject’s practical situation, then we make
extreme epistemic pragmatism false by stipulation.17 But the difference
between moderate and extreme epistemic pragmatism resides precisely on
whether there is such a thing as a purely epistemic domain of evaluation.
No stipulation will make this question go away.
17

Fantl and McGrath (2007) and Fantl and McGrath (2009) make precisely this stipulation.
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Where does extreme epistemic pragmatism fit in with respect to the pair
of distinctions introduced above—the distinction between fixed-threshold
and moving-threshold theories and the distinction between variantist and
invariantist theories? Even under the assumption that knowing that p entails
having evidence for p, extreme epistemic pragmatism, as I have defined it, is
compatible with any of the four possible kinds of theories resulting from the
combination of those two distinctions. A theory that subscribes to extreme
epistemic pragmatism can be variantist or invariantist, and it can posit
a moving or a fixed-threshold. Unlike contextualism, extreme epistemic
pragmatism is not primarily a theory about knowledge attributions, and
unlike moderate epistemic pragmatism, it is not a theory about where the
knowledge threshold lies. Extreme epistemic pragmatism is a theory about
how practical matters affect evidence. Partly because of that reason, none of
the three tables introduced above can unproblematically describe extreme
epistemic pragmatism. According to extreme epistemic pragmatism, the
cases that those tables aim to represent are not possible. Remember that
part of the set-up of the case involving Matt and Jeremy is that, despite
the differences in their practical situation, they have the same evidence—
and that is precisely what the extreme epistemic pragmatist denies. If we
concentrate our attention on invariantist theories that adhere to extreme
epistemic pragmatism and we don’t make the assumption of evidential
equality, supposing only that Matt’s and Jeremy’s practical positions are
different, then extreme epistemic pragmatism is compatible with the truthvalues given in Table 3. But notice that, in this case, if moderate and
extreme epistemic pragmatism give the same answers it may be that they
do so for very different reasons: moderate epistemic pragmatism will be
represented by Table 3 because it holds that even though Matt and Jeremy
have the same evidence, Jeremy needs more evidence than Matt in order
to know, whereas a theory that adheres to extreme epistemic pragmatism
may be represented by that table for the same reason, but it also may
be represented by that table merely because it holds that Matt has more
evidence than Jeremy.18 The extreme epistemic pragmatist need not say,
however, that Matt has knowledge and Jeremy doesn’t. The extreme
epistemic pragmatist is only committed to saying that the practical situation
affects, by itself, how much evidence subjects have, but is free to remain
neutral on the question whether there are cases such that the subject doesn’t
know only because his practical situation made it the case that his evidence
didn’t reach knowledge-level. Thus, extreme epistemic pragmatism doesn’t
entail moderate epistemic pragmatism. The relative extremity of extreme
epistemic pragmatism doesn’t reside on the fact that it is logically stronger
18

If, on the other hand, we retained the assumption that Matt and Jeremy have the same
evidence, leaving it open whether their respective practical positions change or not, then a
theory that adheres to extreme epistemic pragmatism may instead agree with the truth-values
depicted in Table 2 (depending on whether the extreme epistemic pragmatist theory is in
addition a moving-threshold or a fixed-threshold theory).
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than moderate epistemic pragmatism, but rather on the fact that it claims
that our practical situation can by itself affect how much evidence we have,
and not merely how much evidence we need to have in order to know.
Let us re-examine Fantl and McGrath’s argument for moderate epistemic
pragmatism in light of the distinction between it and extreme epistemic
pragmatism. Fantl and McGrath call the denial of moderate epistemic
pragmatism (roughly, the claim that if two subjects S and S’ have the same
evidence then S is in a position to know that p if and only if S’ is), “Purism,”
because it allegedly defines a dimension of pure epistemic evaluation, free
from any taint of practical matters. But notice that Purism deserves its
name only under the assumption that extreme epistemic pragmatism is false.
For suppose that extreme epistemic pragmatism was true. Then, Purism
might well be true even if practical matters do influence whether you are
in a position to know. In other words, if extreme epistemic pragmatism is
true, then practical matters influence directly how much evidence we have,
and so the purity ensured by the truth of Purism is only apparent. Moreover, premise 3 in Fantl and McGrath’s argument for moderate epistemic
pragmatism presupposes the falsity of extreme epistemic pragmatism.19 But
I will argue that KA entails extreme epistemic pragmatism given a plausible
assumption. Therefore, if Fantl and McGrath are right about KA, then they
are wrong about extreme epistemic pragmatism.

4 A Principle of Second-Order Evidence
Evidence of evidence is evidence. If you have evidence that scientists have
evidence for the proposition that there is life outside the solar system, then
you thereby have evidence for the proposition that there is life outside the
solar system. If someone is just like you evidentially except for the fact that
she lacks that second-order evidence, then you have more evidence than
she does for the proposition that there is life outside the solar system. A
fortiori, if you have evidence that scientists know that there is life outside
the solar system, then you thereby have evidence for the proposition that
there is life outside the solar system. If someone is just like you evidentially
except for the fact that she lacks that second-order evidence, then you have
more evidence than she does for the proposition that there is life outside the
solar system. Second-order evidence need not be about somebody else: the
same principles hold if you have evidence that you have evidence (or that
you know) that there is life outside the solar system. Again, if someone is
just like you evidentially except for the fact that she lacks this second-order
evidence about herself, then you have more evidence than she does for the
proposition that there is life outside the solar system.
These considerations motivate the following principle of second-order
evidence:
19

Premise 3 is assumption (A2) in Fantl and McGrath (2009, 86).
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SOE: For any possible subjects S and S’, necessarily,
IF
(i) S has all the evidence for p that S’ has;
(ii) S’ has all the evidence against p that S has; and
(iii) S has more evidence for his belief that p amounts to
knowledge than S’ does for her belief that p amounts to
knowledge,
THEN
S has more evidence for p than S’ does.
Let us call any pair of subjects who satisfy clauses (i) and (ii) of the antecedent of SOE, “evidential cousins.” It is important that SOE contains
this restriction to evidential cousins, for it would otherwise be very implausible. Suppose that Joe has just learned about Goldbach’s conjecture, and
mistakenly but justifiedly thinks that there is a proof of it. Moe, on the
other hand, is a mathematician who has spent his career working on Goldbach’s conjecture. Moe has evidence that he doesn’t know that Goldbach’s
conjecture is true that Joe lacks, but we still want to say that Moe has more
evidence for Goldbach’s conjecture than Joe does. In virtue of having more
evidence than Joe for thinking that he doesn’t know that p, Moe does have
evidence against p that Joe lacks, but that additional evidence is outweighed
by his additional independent evidence for p. In this case, Joe and Moe
are not epistemic cousins because Moe has evidence for p that Joe lacks. A
similar case could be constructed that exploits a violation of clause (ii).
But if the pair of subjects in question are epistemic cousins, then SOE is
indeed very plausible. I will not attempt here a full defense of SOE,20 but
I will point out the following: even if, as stated, SOE is false, that is not
enough to let the friend of (merely) moderate epistemic pragmatism off the
hook. There may well be counterexamples to SOE, counterexamples which
may necessitate a fair amount of Chisholming to get a correct principle on
the table. It may even be the case that it is impossible to formulate a true
SOE-like principle in any neat way (although I don’t believe that it is). But
the use of SOE in the next section is in the context of a very specific kind of
case: a case where the only difference between the two subjects in question
is in their practical situation. Thus, what the friend of KA needs to show
in order to block that argument is not just that SOE is false, and not even
that no true SOE-like principle is formulable, but rather that the basic idea
that second order evidence that there is evidence for p is evidence for p fails
in the kind of cases to which the argument applies it. I come back to this
issue below, in section 6.

20

For a defense and application of a similar principle, see Fantl (2003).
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5 The Argument Against Moderation
I will now argue that SOE and KA together entail extreme epistemic pragmatism. Therefore, Fantl and McGrath’s argument for moderate epistemic
pragmatism cannot be sound: if they are right about KA, then the third
premise of that argument (that the two agents have the same evidence) is
false. I will first present the argument and then comment on it:
(1) KA: For any possible subject S, if S knows that p, then S is rational
to act as if p.
(2) SOE: For any possible subjects S and S’, necessarily, if (i) S has all
the evidence for p that S’ has; (ii) S’ has all the evidence against
p that S has; and (iii) S has more evidence for his belief that p
amounts to knowledge than S’ does for her belief that p amounts
to knowledge, then S has more evidence for p than S’ does.
(3) If S is not rational to act as if p, then S has evidence that he is not
rational to act as if p. [Premise]
(4) If KA is true and S has evidence that he is not rational to act as if
p, then S has evidence that he doesn’t know that p. [Premise]
(5) Matt and Jeremy are exactly alike in all non-epistemic matters
except for the fact that Jeremy is not rational to act as if the train
is the express (whereas Matt is so rational). [Assumption]
(6) Jeremy has evidence that he is not rational to act as if the train is
the express. [From 3 and 5]
(7) Jeremy has evidence that he doesn’t know that the train is the
express. [From 4 and 6]
(8) Matt has all the evidence for the proposition that the train is the
express that Jeremy has; Jeremy has all the evidence against the
proposition that the train is the express that Matt has; and Matt
has more evidence for his belief that the proposition that the train
is the express amounts to knowledge than Jeremy does for his
belief that the proposition that the train is the express amounts to
knowledge. [From 5 and 7]
(9) Matt has more evidence for the proposition that the train is the
express than Jeremy does. [From 2 and 8]
(10) Extreme epistemic pragmatism: For any possible subjects S and S’
and proposition p, if S and S’ are exactly alike in all non-epistemic
matters except for the fact that S’ is not rational in acting as if p
(whereas S is so rational), then S has more evidence for p than S’
does. [From 5 through 9]
The only premises in the argument are KA, SOE, and 3 and 4. Why
believe in 3, the claim that if S is not rational to act as if p, then S has
evidence that he is not so rational? Remember that we are assuming that
what is rational for you to do supervenes on your preferences and your
beliefs. It doesn’t take any strong thesis of privileged access to conclude
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that whenever it is irrational for you to act as if p you will have at least
some evidence that it is.
What about 4, the claim that (under the assumption that KA is true)
someone who has evidence that he is not rational in acting as if p thereby
has evidence that he doesn’t know that p? Here it is important to recall the
arguments for KA. One of them was that we (at least implicitly) rely on the
truth of KA when justifying and criticizing actions. The second argument
for KA relied on KB, and Fantl and McGrath’s defense of KB appeals both
to its obvious truth as well as to its role in the criticism and justification of
action. Thus, Fantl and McGrath’s own arguments for KA strongly involve
the claim that subjects are (perhaps implicitly) aware of the truth of KA.
The contrapositive of KA says that if S is not rational in acting as if p, then
S doesn’t know that p. Premise 4, therefore, amounts to saying that (given
that S is at least implicitly aware of the truth of that conditional) if S has
evidence for the antecedent of that conditional, then S has evidence for its
consequent.
This might seem like a dangerous claim, given the fact that “is evidence
for” is not closed under known logical implication.21 But premise 4 relies on
no general principle of evidential closure. That evidence fails to be closed
is not a good argument for the claim that, in a particular case, evidence for
p is not evidence for a q entailed by p. The cases where evidence fails to be
closed all share a common structure, a structure which we have no reason
to think is present in the cases to which the foregoing argument applies.
The structure in common to all cases where evidence fails to be closed is
most easily revealed by thinking in probabilistic terms (although one need
not think of evidence probabilistically to appreciate the structure). Suppose
that e is evidence for p for S only if e raises S’s epistemic probability for p.
If p entails q, then the probability of q is at least as high as the probability
of p. Therefore, e can raise S’s epistemic probability for p but not raise S’s
epistemic probability for q (that is, e will fail to be closed under entailment)
only if, before receiving e, S’s epistemic probability for q was higher than S’s
epistemic probability for p. But there is absolutely no reason to think that,
in the cases that interest us, this will be the case. That is, there is absolutely
no reason to think that, before realizing that he is not rational to act as if p,
S had more evidence for the proposition that he didn’t know that p than
for the proposition that he was not rational to act as if p. Therefore, given
that there is no reason to think that the cases to which 4 applies share the
structure of cases where evidence fails to be closed, the initial plausibility
of 4 is not threatened by those considerations.
We could, if we so wished, replace premises 3 and 4 in the argument by
a single premise: that if S fails to know that p in virtue of the fact that S’s
evidence for p doesn’t meet the knowledge-threshold, then S has evidence
21

For instance, that there is a hairless animal in the bush is evidence for the proposition that
there is a hairless dog in the bush, but is not evidence for the proposition that there is a dog in
the bush.
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that he doesn’t know that p. The general principle that if S doesn’t know
that p then S knows that he doesn’t know that p is of course false, but no
such general principle is advocated in the proposed new premise. Rather,
the idea is that in the particular case where the lack of knowledge is due to
insufficient evidence, the subject has evidence that he doesn’t know.22 Given
that the subject S’ in question in the argument lacks knowledge precisely
for this reason, we can get from this new premise to step 7 and continue as
before.
Step 8 also deserves some comment. We can consider that step in the
argument as the conjunction of two propositions: that Matt and Jeremy
are evidential cousins, and that Matt has more evidence than Jeremy does
for the proposition that his belief that the train is the express amounts to
knowledge. Notice, first, that Fantl and McGrath themselves will agree
with the claim that, in the case described, Matt and Jeremy are epistemic
cousins—indeed, they think that Matt and Jeremy have the same evidence
for the proposition that the train is the express, from where it follows
that they are epistemic cousins with respect to that proposition. But the
claim also follows from 5: given the supervenience of the epistemic on the
non-epistemic, and given that the only non-epistemic difference between
the subjects is that only Matt is rational to act as if the train is the express,
it follows that they are epistemic cousins—for no party to this dispute
(neither the moderate nor the extreme epistemic pragmatist, nor, obviously,
the epistemic purist) thinks that the fact that S is not rational to act as if p
means that he has more evidence for p than another subject who is rational
in so acting. For analogous reasons, it follows also from 5 and 7 that the
second proposition in 8 is true.
Remember that Fantl and McGrath’s argument from KA to moderate
epistemic pragmatism had as a premise the denial of extreme epistemic
pragmatism (see section 3). The argument of this section shows that KA
itself (together with SOE) entails extreme epistemic pragmatism. Therefore,
Fantl and McGrath’s argument for moderate epistemic pragmatism fails.

6 Evidential and Extra-Evidential Conditions on Knowledge
I have just argued that, given SOE, KA entails extreme epistemic pragmatism. I don’t presume that, as it stands, SOE is free from counterexamples,
but I do think that whatever Chisholming SOE needs won’t affect its use

22

Even the restricted principle may need refining. But keep in mind that the cases to which
the premise will apply are ones where the subject in question (Jeremy) is not mistaken about
anything. All we need, actually, is not any general principle, but the claim that, as things stand
with the subject in this kind of case, he has evidence that he doesn’t know that p. Premises
3 and 4, and the proposed revised premise, are reasons to think that this is true, but even if
we doubt those reasons it still seems true that subjects in a situation like Jeremy will have
evidence that they don’t know.
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in showing that KA entails extreme epistemic pragmatism.23 But there is
a worry about SOE which does not consist in claiming that it gets this or
that isolated case wrong, but is rather the objection that it ignores a crucial
distinction between evidential and extra-evidential conditions knowledge.
SOE, the objection goes, should apply only to evidential conditions, and
being rational to act as if p is an extra-evidential condition. In this section I
consider three proposals as to how to draw the distinction between evidential and extra-evidential conditions on knowledge. I find specific problems
with appealing to each of them to argue against my use of SOE. But I
close the section by arguing more generally that, whatever the distinction
between evidential and extra-evidential conditions on knowledge comes
down to, SOE should ignore it. SOE applies to cases where subjects receive
evidence that they don’t know that p, not to cases where subjects receive
evidence that they fail to satisfy some condition on knowledge. Even when
the former kind of evidence is constituted by the latter, their evidential
impact is still different. Therefore, the distinction between evidential and
extra-evidential conditions on knowledge is irrelevant to SOE.
Let me start by trying to flesh out in intuitive terms what the objection
is. According to SOE, when S has more evidence for the proposition that
he knows that p than S’ does for the corresponding proposition and S
and S’ are evidential cousins (which means that S has all the evidence for
p that S’ has and S’ has all the evidence against p that S has), S thereby
has more evidence for p than S’ does. But, the objection goes, there are
two ways for a subject to have more evidence than another subject for the
proposition that he has knowledge. First, it may be that S has evidence that
he has more evidence that p than S’ does. But, second, it may be that S
has more evidence than S’ that he satisfies some extra-evidential condition
on knowledge. If this second case obtains, the objection continues, then
S and S’ have the same evidence for p. This is so because one can come
to lose some evidence for believing that p in one of two ways: one may
acquire some evidence against p, or one may acquire some evidence that
one’s antecedent reasons for believing that p were not good enough (this
is the distinction between “rebutting” and “undercutting” defeaters—see
Pollock [1986]). But learning that one fails to satisfy some extra-evidential
condition for knowing that p is not learning that there is some evidence
against p or that one’s reasons for believing that p are not good. Therefore,
the mere fact that S has more evidence than S’ for the proposition that he
knows that p doesn’t entail that S has more evidence than S’ for p—not even
when S and S’ are evidential cousins. Moreover, the argument continues,
that one is rational in acting as if p is clearly an extra-evidential condition
on knowing that p. Therefore, the argument of the preceding section fails,
because Matt has more evidence than Jeremy for the proposition that the
23

Something that we should note is that, in the cases where I apply SOE, the subjects have no
mistaken belief about their epistemic position. Therefore, modifications of SOE that may be
called for if it is to apply to subjects with such mistaken beliefs don’t matter for my argument.
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train is the express only because Matt’s and Jeremy’s preferences are such
that Matt (but not Jeremy) is rational to act as if the train is the express,
and so this extra evidence doesn’t entail any extra evidence for believing
that the train is the express.
The objection relies crucially on the distinction between evidential and
extra-evidential conditions on knowledge. It is not obvious that the distinction can be made clear without prejudicing the case against SOE. I will
consider three proposals about how to distinguish between evidential and
extra-evidential conditions on knowledge and argue that none of them can
be used against SOE.
First, the most straightforward way of understanding the distinction is
as follows: something is an evidential condition on knowledge if and only
if it is a condition on knowing that p having to do with how much evidence
a subject needs to know that p. But on this understanding it is simply not
true that being rational to act as if p is an extra-evidential condition, for a
crucial determining factor of whether one is rational in acting as if p is how
much evidence for p one has.
Second, we may want to try a supervenience thesis: something is an
extra-evidential condition on knowledge just in case it doesn’t supervene on
evidence. In other words, if a condition is such that a subject may satisfy it
even though another possible subject who has exactly the same evidence
does not, then the condition is extra-evidential. Under this understanding,
being rational to act as if p is an extra-evidential condition on knowledge.
The question now is whether extra-evidential conditions, so understood,
should be excluded from the scope of SOE. In other words, the question is
whether having evidence regarding the satisfaction of an extra-evidential
condition (under this conception of the distinction) can make a difference
as to the strength of the subject’s evidence with respect to his first-order
beliefs.
According to this second characterization of the distinction between
evidential and extra-evidential conditions, the anti-Gettier conditions count
as extra-evidential. Gettier (1963) showed that justified true belief is not
sufficient for knowledge. One way of putting Gettier’s result is by saying
that what makes the difference between knowledge and true belief can be
extra-evidential: that is, two subjects can have the same evidence for p,
while only one of them knows that p, even if they both truly believe that
p.24 Whatever other conditions are necessary for knowledge we can call
“anti-Gettier” conditions. We can then ask whether having evidence about
the satisfaction of an anti-Gettier condition can make a difference to the
strength of one’s evidence for first-order beliefs. That is, if two subjects
differ only in that one of them has evidence that an anti-Gettier condition
is not satisfied for him to know that p, do those subjects have the same
24

This doesn’t mean, of course, that Gettier showed that Purism is false. One may think
otherwise if one forgets that “being in a position to know,” as used in the statement of Purism,
means that the level of justification for the belief in question is high enough for knowledge.
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evidence for p? Fortunately for our use of SOE in the previous section, the
answer is no.
Let us first recall one traditional Gettier case: Jones is justified in believing that Nogot owns a Ford (even though Nogot doesn’t own a Ford), and
infers from that belief and his knowledge that Nogot works in his office
that someone in his office owns a Ford (which is true, because Havitt owns
a Ford). Let us now suppose that Smith (who also works in the same office
as Jones) is in the same evidential position as Jones: Smith also believes
that Nogot owns a Ford, and infers from that belief and his knowledge that
Nogot works in his office that someone in his office owns a Ford.
Now, what would happen if one (but only one) of our subjects were
to become aware that he is in a Gettier situation? Suppose, for instance,
that someone whom Jones trusts tells him “Your belief that someone in the
office owns a Ford constitutes a Gettier case.” Interestingly, even though
what Jones’s friend tells him was true before he told it to him, his telling
him makes it false. For what his friend is telling Jones is that his belief that
someone in his office owns a Ford is justified and true but doesn’t amount
to knowledge. But if Jones is to trust his friend that his belief is true, he
cannot trust him that it doesn’t amount to knowledge. Perhaps, then, Jones
acquires information that his original basis for believing that someone in
his office owns a Ford was faulty, but in the same breath he acquires a new
basis for believing that someone in his office owns a Ford (a basis which
is good enough for knowledge). That a belief of a subject constitutes a
Gettier case is something that cannot be learned by that subject (although a
subject can learn that a belief of his used to constitute a Gettier case, and
somebody else can learn that my present belief constitutes a Gettier case).25
But Jones can have evidence that his belief doesn’t satisfy some antiGettier condition without thereby having evidence that his belief constitutes
a Gettier case. For instance, Jones’s friend could tell him: “I won’t tell you
whether it is true or not that someone in your office owns a Ford, but your
belief that someone does is such that even if it were true you wouldn’t know
it” (or perhaps he could tell Jones “Your belief that someone in your office
owns a Ford doesn’t satisfy some anti-Gettier condition on knowledge”,
after explaining to him what an anti-Gettier condition is). Thus, it is
possible for a subject to acquire evidence that his belief doesn’t satisfy some
of the extra-evidential conditions required for knowledge. But this doesn’t
constitute a counterexample to SOE. For, after hearing his trustworthy
friend, Jones is clearly less justified than he was before in believing that
someone in his office owns a Ford.
It is, perhaps, surprising that this should be so, but learning that one’s
belief fails to satisfy an anti-Gettier condition on knowledge robs one of
justification for that belief. Given that, together with Fantl and McGrath,
25

That is, “I am in a Gettier-situation with respect to p” is a blindspot—see Sorensen (1988).
Notice also the parallel with Moore-paradoxical propositions such as “It is raining and I don’t
believe that it is raining.”
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we are assuming that how much justification one has supervenes on one’s
evidence, we are led to say that after learning that one’s belief doesn’t
satisfy an anti-Gettier condition one is thereby less justified in that belief
because one now has less evidence for it. This entails embracing the
somewhat paradoxical-sounding (but not, of course, really paradoxical)
claim that learning about some extra-evidential condition can by itself affect
how much evidence one has. Therefore, Gettier cases do not represent a
counterexample to SOE.
Given that learning that one’s belief fails to satisfy some extra-evidential
condition related to the Gettier problem does affect one’s evidence for the
first-order belief, the objection to the argument of the preceding section
based on the idea that SOE fails in precisely this kind of case is flawed.
Of course, it may well be that there are some extra-evidential conditions
for which SOE fails, but the mere fact that the pragmatic condition on
knowledge advocated by moderate epistemic pragmatist is extra-evidential
(according to the characterization of the distinction that we are considering)
is not by itself enough to show that SOE fails when applied to it.
Finally, consider a third proposal as to how to draw the distinction
between evidential and extra-evidential conditions on knowledge. Let us
say that an alleged condition on knowledge is evidential with respect to
p if and only if it is such that knowledge of it can make a difference to
how strong one’s evidence for p is. The anti-Gettier conditions qualify as
evidential under this definition, for, as we saw, knowledge of them can make
a difference as to how strong one’s evidence is. But, the objection goes,
being rational to act as if p is not evidential in this sense, for knowledge of
it doesn’t make a difference to how strong one’s evidence for p is. Given
that we should exclude from the scope of SOE those conditions that fail to
be evidential in this sense, we should exclude from the scope of SOE the
condition imposed by KA.
There is at least an air of question-beggingness to this proposal. To
be clear, what I suspect is question-begging is not the characterization of
the distinction between evidential and extra-evidential conditions itself,
but rather the claim that being rational to act as if p is extra-evidential
according to this characterization. Isn’t that precisely what is at stake
between friends and enemies of (merely) moderate epistemic pragmatism?26
I don’t want to make much of this claim of question-beggingness, however,
for I think that the proposal is flawed for deeper reasons. In fact, the flaw
in the present proposal applies in general to all the objections to the effect
that the scope of SOE should exclude extra-evidential conditions.
26

Indeed, one may wonder whether it is not begging the question against SOE to claim
that there are any conditions on knowledge that would qualify as extra-evidential under the
proposed characterization of the distinction. Some may propose as an obvious candidate the
belief condition on knowledge. But I don’t think it’s obvious that knowledge that one fails to
believe that p cannot make a difference to the strength of one’s evidence for p.
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SOE doesn’t say that evidence that one fails to satisfy some condition
or other on knowledge that p makes a difference to the strength of one’s
evidence for p. Rather, it says (approximately) that evidence that one
fails to know that p makes a difference to the strength of one’s evidence
for p. All the proposals to restrict SOE’s scope to evidential conditions
would have SOE look into the structure of the subject’s evidence that he
fails to know that p. If the subject’s evidence that he doesn’t know that
p is constituted by evidence that he fails to satisfy some extra-evidential
condition then, the objection goes, we should exclude it from the scope of
SOE. In other words, all the proposals considered so far would have SOE
say (approximately) that evidence that one doesn’t know that p makes a
difference to the strength of one’s evidence for p only when the evidence
that one doesn’t know that p is constituted by evidence that one fails to
satisfy some evidential condition on knowledge.
The proposed reformulations of SOE are all unwarranted, however.
Some epistemologists think that the project of coming up with illuminating
conditions on knowledge is unfounded to begin with (see Williamson
[2000]). But we don’t need to go that far to agree that we just don’t
know which are the conditions on knowledge. A fortiori, we don’t know
which of the conditions on knowledge are evidential and which ones are
non-evidential. But we are nevertheless many times sensitive to whether
we know or not. There will be, therefore, cases where we have evidence
that we fail to know some proposition without thereby having evidence
about the nature (evidential or extra-evidential) or even the identity of the
condition on knowledge that we fail to satisfy. Suppose that, nevertheless
and unbeknownst to us, the evidence that we fail to know is constituted
by what is in fact evidence that we fail to satisfy some extra-evidential
condition on knowledge. The proposals considered in this section would
exclude these cases from the scope of SOE. But that is the wrong result.
Whether evidence that I don’t know that p should make a difference to the
strength of my evidence for p cannot depend on features of the evidence
that I am unaware of. If all that I register is that there is evidence that
I don’t know that p, then that makes a difference to the strength of my
evidence for p, even if the evidence that I don’t know that p is in fact
evidence that I fail to satisfy some extra-evidential condition on knowledge.
Of course, it may happen that I do know that the evidence that I don’t
know that p is constituted by evidence that I fail to satisfy extra-evidential
conditions on knowledge.27 Shouldn’t SOE fail to apply in that case? I grant
that if I know that the evidence that I don’t know that p is constituted by
27

Of course, in order to know this it would have to be true that there are extra-evidential
conditions on knowledge and I would have to believe that there are extra-evidential conditions
on knowledge. But, as I said before, it is not clear that there are extra-evidential conditions
on knowledge in the requisite sense, and even if there were only a vanishingly small minority
of us would believe that there are (most people, for instance, would never even consider the
question).
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evidence that I fail to satisfy some extra-evidential condition on knowledge,
then that shouldn’t make a difference to the strength of my evidence for p.
But notice that, in this case, I would have two pieces of evidence: that I fail
to know that p, and that I fail to satisfy some extra-evidential condition
on knowledge.28 We are then free to say the following: the evidence that I
don’t know that p still makes a difference to the strength of my evidence
for p, but this difference is neutralized by the evidence that I fail to satisfy
an extra-evidential condition on knowledge.
Be that as it may, it doesn’t really matter what we should say about SOE
in cases where the subject is aware that the evidence that he doesn’t know
that p is constituted by evidence that he fails to satisfy some extra-evidential
condition on knowledge. For it will not be the case that, in realizing that
he has some evidence that he doesn’t know that the train is the express,
Jeremy also realizes that this is so because he fails to satisfy some extraevidential condition on knowledge. It may be that Jeremy realizes that the
evidence that he doesn’t know is grounded in the fact that he is not rational
to act as if the train is the express, without him realizing that this is an
extra-evidential condition on knowledge.29
To summarize: I have been considering the idea that we should distinguish between evidential and extra-evidential conditions on knowledge, and
that we should restrict SOE to apply only to evidential conditions. That
idea fails to take into account the fact that SOE applies not to evidence
about conditions on knowledge, but to evidence about knowledge itself.
Moreover, even if we did have to restrict SOE so as not to apply it to
cases where the subject knows that he fails to satisfy an extra-evidential
condition, this is not what happens to the subjects involved in my argument
from the previous section.

7 Consequences of Impurity
If Fantl and McGrath are right, then KA is true. If I am right, then if KA is
true, extreme epistemic pragmatism is true as well. So, if Fantl, McGrath
and I are right, extreme epistemic pragmatism is true. But extreme epistemic
pragmatism has some strange consequences.
Suppose that the chief of the train station announces that he will decide
whether the train will stop in Foxboro or not by flipping a coin: heads, the
train stops in Foxboro, tails, it doesn’t. Let us stipulate that the details of
28

I don’t mean to imply that the two pieces of evidence are independent of each other—we
shouldn’t, for instance, count them both against the proposition that I know that p.
29
In my argument from the previous section I appealed to the fact that, according to Fantl and
McGrath themselves, we “rely on the truth” of KA in defense and criticism of actions. But
this reliance on the truth of KA better not amount to a conscious and explicit belief in KA of
the kind that will be necessary for ordinary folk to realize that it imposes an extra-evidential
condition on knowledge. KA is a controversial philosophical thesis, knowledge of which is at
best hard to come by.
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the case are such that Matt and Jeremy both have good evidence to believe
the chief, and therefore also good evidence for the proposition that the train
stops in Foxboro if and only if the coin landed heads. Because Matt doesn’t
much care whether the train stops in Foxboro or not, and given the evidence
he has, he has more or less the same evidence for the proposition that it does
stop as for the proposition that it doesn’t (and this reflects the fact that he
has more or less the same evidence for the proposition that the coin landed
heads as for the proposition that it landed tails). Now, because it is vitally
important to Jeremy whether the train stops in Foxboro, extreme epistemic
pragmatism has it that he has less evidence for the proposition that the train
is the express than Matt does. So far, this is a direct consequence, however
unpalatable, of extreme epistemic pragmatism. But remember that Jeremy
has good evidence for the proposition that the train stops in Foxboro if and
only if the coin landed heads. Therefore, extreme epistemic pragmatism
has the consequence that Jeremy has more evidence for the proposition that
the coin landed tails than for the proposition that it landed heads.
Many people will find this consequence unacceptable: merely being
worried about whether a train stops in Foxboro or not cannot affect your
evidence for thinking that a fair coin landed heads. I sympathize with this
purist thought. If the consequence is sufficiently bad, then it might form the
basis for a reductio of whatever entailed it—in this case, the conjunction of
KA and SOE (I assume that the other propositions needed for the entailment
are beyond reproach). So, couldn’t the friend of KA take the untoward
consequences of impurity as a reason to reject SOE?
I don’t think they could. True: both KA and SOE are needed to complete
the argument for extreme epistemic pragmatism, and it is extreme epistemic
pragmatism that generates the untoward consequences. But it is clear that
the principle primarily responsible for the untoward consequences is KA,
not SOE. It is KA that injects impurity in the epistemic realm, SOE just
spreads it around. SOE is a highly plausible principle about second-order
evidence that has strange consequences only in the presence of KA. On
the other hand, KA has strange consequences (of the same kind as the
conjunction of KA and SOE) all by itself.
Notice also that someone who, like Fantl and McGrath, wishes to retain
KA but reject extreme epistemic pragmatism (and, thus, reject SOE) will
be forced to say that a subject can have more evidence for p than she does
for the proposition that she knows that p. If the subject has some evidence
that it would be irrational for her to act as if p, then she thereby has some
evidence against the proposition that she knows that p, but she doesn’t
thereby have some evidence against p. If everything else is evidentially equal,
then she will have more evidence for p than she does for the proposition
that she knows that p. Maybe it could be argued that this is as it should be,
but is is clearly a prima facie cost of this combination of views.
So, if the consequences of the conjunction of KA and SOE are unbearable,
there are strong reasons to think that it is KA that has to be rejected. But
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the rejection won’t come easy. This is not the place to develop a way of
coming to terms with the rejection of KA, but I believe that the best way of
doing it would involve taking fallibilism seriously. If we do take fallibilism
seriously, then we could perhaps come to accept that, even though Jeremy
knows that the best thing for him to do is to board the train, Jeremy is
not sure that the best thing for him to do is to board the train, and so it is
rational (given the potential payout) for him to make further inquiries.

8 Conclusion
The dialectical situation is the following. Fantl and McGrath argue for
moderate epistemic pragmatism on the basis of KA. But the argument goes
through only if extreme epistemic pragmatism is false. Therefore, the most
that can be said for moderate epistemic pragmatism is that if KA is true and
extreme epistemic pragmatism is false, then it is true. But this argument
is unstable, because, given KA, the very plausible SOE entails extreme
epistemic pragmatism. Thus, by entailing extreme epistemic pragmatism,
KA and SOE together entail that pragmatic encroachment goes all the way
down. I take the upshot of the discussion to be that we must either reject
KA, or else admit that extreme epistemic pragmatism is true. As in many
other areas, so too in epistemology: purity is not easily lost only partially.
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